
Landscaping and Grounds Committee 
Meeting Minutes  

July 15, 2020 
1:00 pm TRCC 

 
Attendees: Co-Chairs Joan Howe and Curt Gilroy, members Diane Geramanis and Kathrin Harris, 
Bloomings Supervisor Shane Battle, and TR Manager Ed Olson. Also visiting were Melody Barachman 
of Somerset Association; Diana Strong was an observer. 
 
Ongoing Bloomings Maintenance Checklist  
 
Shane brought an updated list of items currently being worked on by Bloomings; additionally, we 
discussed briefly our own list with Shane; highlights of items discussed are below: 

- Trimming of all TR palms is complete, and mulch was spread in early July.  
- Fill-in hedge plantings along TR Blvd has STILL not been completed; committee has been 

asking for this over 7 months. 
- Waiting for installation of yellow Jacaranda flowering tree along Central Sarasota Pkwy 

which was approved at the May Board meeting. 
- Low hanging branches of oak trees on TR Blvd were trimmed at same time as palms. 
- Waiting for Bloomings’ landscape plan for the South and North guard houses and the 

median inside the north entry for which the board approved funds in May. 
- Waiting for Sabal Lake north corner replacements. Can proceed with western corner, but 

need to contact owner at eastern corner; Ed will do this. Funding for this approved at June 
board meeting. 

- Landscape refurbishments for west side of south entrance at CSP: still waiting for a plan 
from Shane to add to existing landscape material. 

- Butterfly garden area: Bloomings will select some appropriate plants and donate. 
Beforehand, they will remove the old small-jet irrigation system and either replace it, or, if 
surrounding rotors reach the area, adjust these for proper coverage 

- Removal of Duranta in median just south of clubhouse: these shrubs have grown tall and 
interfere with vehicle sightlines when leaving the CC parking lot. A possible alternative such 
as Dwarf Carissa was considered. Bloomings will offer options and costs next month. 

- Honore hedge, far north end along Somerset: This area has about 200-300 lineal feet of old, 
dying Eleagnus shrubs which need to be replaced.  Bloomings recommends viburnum, and 
estimates needing approximately 100 plants; we await the proposal. 

 
Other common area items 
 

Community Center Flooring:  
Sound proofing solutions have been identified and two price bids received:  

1) Sonic Shield at $3825.25, and  
2) RJ Walker Acoustical for $6430.   

Both vendors visited the CC, conducted sound wave tests, and arrived at a proposal offering a sound 
damping solution, but Sonic Shield came in at a very reasonable cost. The color choices for the 
fabric-covered panels to be used come in a huge variety, one will surely be able to blend in with the 
ivory walls/ceiling of the CC. This sound damping solution will make a choice of solid flooring 
possible, and the committee still feels the LVP (luxury vinyl plank) is the most appropriate material, 
not to mention having the lowest price compared to hardwood, tile, or even carpet squares. 
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We have bids from three vendors for LVP material: Chappie's for $11,350, AFC Builders for $17,395, 
and Absolute Flooring bid of $10287 dated July 31, 2020 (attached). The committee has selected a 
specific brand and color – unanimous choice -- for the Absolute Flooring bid. The combined cost to 
replace floor and soundproof the open room is $14112.25. The committee unanimously 
recommends board approval to replace the existing CC floor and add soundproofing material to 
walls and ceiling at a cost not to exceed $14500.  Much of the funding should be available from 
reserves. 
 
Reinstalling Hedge along eastern TRB just south of MRL (north end) 
The Committee received a request from the Arnet family at 7900 Meadow Rush Loop to assist with 
re-establishing the hedge along Turtle Rock Blvd.  The former owner—after a contentious “battle” 
with the Association resolved just prior to going to court—removed the viburnum hedge 
traditionally growing along all homes fronting the Blvd. which were initially installed by the 
developer and are being maintained (and replaced as necessary) by the Association. The former 
homeowner did not want the hedge and proved the shrubs were planted on private property (which 
is true for 90% of all the shrubs within the hedge—they are on private property). Ultimately, the 
owner was allowed to remove them and applied for ARC approval of various other flowering shrubs, 
which were installed at his expense. These shrubs have not done well (they were to surround the 
oak trees), and Mr. Arnet is asking whether the association would replace the viburnum hedge. The 
Committee feels this request warrants support, as this home is the only one on the boulevard that 
does not have a hedge.  Reinstalling it would add beauty and consistency to the look of the 
boulevard.  The Arnets obtained two proposals for a Viburnum hedge, including preparing the beds, 
the plants themselves, and mulch – one from Bloomings at $2,190 and the other from Manasota 
Landscape at $1,590.  If we accept the latter proposal and share the cost of re-installing the hedge, 
the cost to Turtle Rock would be $795.  The Committee recommends that the Association reimburse 
present owner R. Arnet $795 to have approx. 100 lineal feet of viburnum shrubs reinstalled along 
the Blvd.  
 
Tennis Court Resurfacing:  
Work is ongoing and looking good. 
 
Pruning Oak Trees along TR Blvd:  
The committee has identified three large oaks (located east of Wildflower Ct along lake) for 
trimming. This will be a sample for how oaks can look once trimmed, and also for observation over 
time to see how they maintain the trim. If all looks well, the Committee will put together a proposal 
for the Board to prune the entire boulevard. Our tree trimmer, Dave’s Integrity Tree Service, will be 
asked to complete this task, along with removing two diseased Magnolia trees, one just inside 
southbound south gate and the other across the street from the CC.   
 
Seating Benches in the Community Center Area: 
The Committee discussed the possibility of installing 3 or 4 decorative benches in the CC area in 
response to continued resident inquiries, and is still investigating style and cost options along with 
locations. We hope to have a proposal by the September board meeting.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:25 pm.    Submitted by Kathrin Harris 





 


